Lucy Hockings
Lead Presenter BBC World News

Lucy Hockings is a lead presenter on BBC World News, anchoring its flagship programme GMT. She has anchored rolling coverage for the
BBC on all the major news events of the past decade - from the Asian tsunami to the 2014 Gaza conflict and the recent terrorist attacks in
Paris. Over the years Lucy has interviewed everyone from presidents and prime ministers to film stars and decision makers. She has made
contacts in governments, NGO's and international organisations who act as valuable on-air sources.
"One of the UK's most versatile and experienced presenters"

In detail

Languages

Lucy also anchors major news events on location; from Capitol

She presents in English.

Hill in Washington to the European Parliament in Brussels
bringing live and breaking news from the heart of the story. She

Want to know more?

regularly represents the BBC at international conferences working

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what she

with organisations such as the United Nations, Chatham House

could bring to your event.

and the EBRD and is an experienced moderator. With years of
experience in the corporate field, Lucy regularly hosts awards

How to book her?

ceremonies and chairs conferences and events for private clients

Simply phone or e-mail us.

around the world. She was awarded the prestigious position of
Young Global Leader by the World Economic Forum in
recognition of her work in broadcasting with young, aspiring
journalists.

What she offers you
As an event host and moderator, Lucy is versatile and dynamic.
From working with the keynote speaker or panellists on their
performance, to motivating and inspiring the audience, she
elevates the conversation and debate by bringing her years of
experience challenging politicians and industry leaders to the
stage.

How she presents
Lucy brings professionalism, warmth and humanity to everything
she does, creating a dynamic event where everyone feels at
ease. Lucy is a popular host and moderator at a variety of
events.

Topics
Presenter, Host and Moderator
Women in Business and Equality
Asia and Pacific Rim Agendas
The Geo-Political Outlook
Current Affairs
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